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From: Charles Rockett <Chukrock@compuserve.com>
To: Peter Mark Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: Re: Nathaniel Whitlock
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-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject: Re: Nathaniel Whitlock
Date: 09-Sep-98 at 08:14
From: INTERNET:Grafdezignol.com, INTERNET:Grafdezignol.com
TO: chukrock

Subject: Re: Nathaniel Whitlock
Thank you for responding so quickly. I am currently working on the descendents
of Nathaniel Franklin Whitlock from Paperville TN. He fought in the Civil War,
was a postmaster of Fishdamn TN. and also employed as a miller. He married a
woman by the name of Barbara Burkett. They had children but the only name I
have is of a son named John Nathaniel Whitlock who married Sarah Beeler. This
is the father and mother to my father Maurice Shannon Whitlock born
12/17,1920.
My father married Pauline Swanson in TN. 1945 and had 3 children as follows:
Maurice Shannon Jr. b.6/15/48 VA. married Grace Hetzler have 2 children Marc
age 14 and Katherine age 12, Brand Swanson Whitlock b. 6/09/52 b. Wilmington
DE. no biological children and me Rebecca Maye b. 11/25/55 Wilmington DE 1 son
Kireran Kevin Kelly b.12/07/71 New Orleans,LA fathered by Kevin Richard Kelly
11/02/50 b.Chicago,IL.
My father has 12 brothers and sisters all older most of which have passed on.
Many of these descendents are still living in the SullivanCo.TN/
WashingtonCo. VA area.
I have been told that we the Whitlock's are direct descendents of 2 brothers

that came to MA in the 1640's and had a place named Whitlock's Landing named
after them. I turned up nothing in MA about this place. These 2 brothers
shortly after arriving in MA moved to VA so I am told. I am slowing adding the
pieces together and compiling our family tree so if you can be of assistance
please contact me at Whit@cyberdezign.com or P.O box 34 Kirkwood,DE 19708
Thank you very much
Rebecca Whitlock-Lang
P.S What do I need to join?
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